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“Imbema is a close family
business where you, as a new
employee, feel at home straight
away.”

Sustainable business
practices
Responsible, socially aware
and ambitious

Environment
Well on our way with CO2
reduction and circularity

Safe and healthy work
practices
Safety, protection and efficiency
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With this policy and annual report,
we have laid the basis for a more
sustainable future.
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The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are seventeen goals that aim to make the
world a better place by 2030. The SDGs have been agreed by the countries affiliated with
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organisations and individuals.
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The Sustainable Development Goals are a global compass for challenges such as poverty,
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education and the climate crisis. We can divide our goals and initiatives into three
categories:
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Guaranteeing our environmental policy
Imbema is constantly striving to improve its environmental
performance. Our ISO 14001 certification – for Imbema Holland,
Imbema Denso and Imbema Controls – proves that we as an
organisation feel responsible for our impact on the environment and
naturally comply with legislation and regulations. With our efforts
and ambitions, we are regularly working to reduce our impact on
the environment. The environmental management system gives
us an insight into our environmental aspects and the possibility of
improving performances, employee awareness and process control.

Sustainable developments made concrete
By obtaining level 3 of the CSR performance ladder (Imbema Denso),
an important step has been made in Imbema’s sustainability. Part
of our internal processes and sustainable developments have been
made concrete, objective and demonstrable. We are busy rolling out
the certificate in stages across the entire organisation.

Responsible, conscious
and ambitious
Mission for sustainable business practices
We are contributing to a better living environment by paying attention to safety
and health for our employees and others and to the environment with our
internal organisation and our business activities.
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Mission to become CO2-neutral

We are helping to create a better living environment for now and the
future by reducing our CO2 emissions over the coming years, in order
to operate in a fully CO2-neutral manner by 2050 in accordance with
the Energy Agreement. It is relevant to state here that Imbema is level
three certified in the CO2 performance ladder. This tool helps us in our
mission to map out and reduce the emissions.
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FIKS’M
How do our core values help with CSR thinking?

Our core values help us as an organisation to create value economically, ecologically and socially.
We make decisions which weigh up all interests and look for feasible steps for fleshing out social

Junior Project Manager for
Purchasing
Lisa Zwaans on the culture within
Imbema
“Imbema is a close family business where
you, as a new employee, feel at home
straight away. This trusted environment
doesn’t just apply to employees, but you
will also notice it in interactions and
contact with both customers and suppliers.
All employees really do their best to make
the collaborations as fruitful and pleasant
as possible.

responsibility.

•

Flexible

You also notice that the importance and
awareness of sustainability is growing
within the organisation. I am now going
to start working in areas such as Socially
Responsible Purchasing. Together with the
supplier, we can make the entire chain
increasingly sustainable. This is a fantastic
action that we can take together as we
develop a sustainable future from which
everyone can benefit.”

Imbema is growing with the times. We are changing from a wholesaler to
a sustainable chain partner that offers added value when it comes to services.

•

Innovative
Our specialists offer customers solutions and products that provide
sustainability, reliability and efficiency.

•

Quality
We are constantly working to make digital improvements to our organisation,
as well as improvements in terms of customer service and process improvement and
innovation.

•

Together
As a family business, we believe in joining forces. Collaborating
with customers, suppliers and partners has brought us a long way.

•

Market-orientated
The conversations with our customers and results from stakeholder dialogues
and customer surveys are why we are starting new initiatives and
supplying new products.
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Stakeholder dialogue: what do our
customers and suppliers deem to be
important?

In 2019, various students took on a problem which

In 2019, we sent a survey to customers and

in the Track the Talent project through the Bedrijf &

suppliers (stakeholder dialogue) with the following

Samenleving foundation in Haarlem.

themes: CSR and the service we provide. What are

Pupils visited us for the day to come and

the results of this? In total, we received feedback

experience what it’s like to work in the logistics

from 39 stakeholders.

sector. “Many pupils don’t have a clue what they

•

The theme ‘Safe work practices’ is recognised as

want to be or what professions are actually open to

one of Imbema’s key areas

them. Companies, on the other hand, are eager for

Our stakeholders believe that the theme of

motivated and qualified staff who are prepared to

‘Circular business practices’ is important to us

roll up their sleeves and get on with the job, making

•

was of interest to our organisation, the school and
of course the pupil too. In May 2019, we took part

too.
•

Point for improvement: we need to
communicate externally more often about our
activities in the field of sustainable business
practices

•

Point for improvement: we could be more
proactive in general when it comes to
communicating to customers and suppliers.

The Quality department creates a
strong CSR foundation for Imbema

We are committed to providing safe and healthy
work practices for our employees: both in the
workplace – office, warehouse and assembly –

Quality management has been in development

and on their way to and from work.

over the past few years. We are focusing on

Imbema is committed to long-term
employment

the Track the Talent programme a win-win situation

Social return as a vision is perfectly in keeping with

Talent.

Imbema’s social and practical nature. We believe
in the positive effects of long-term employment,

Average high vitality at Imbema

which is why, in 2019, we began to recruit

Our employees told us what they think about

colleagues who were distanced from the

vitality within Imbema by completing an internal

job market.

survey. Within the survey, a distinction was made
between responsibilities: what does an employee

new key areas such as occupational health and

For customers, we are committed to providing

safety, the environment, CSR, Safety, Health and

a pleasant customer experience, adding value

Environment Checklist for Contractors (VCA), CO2

through efficient business processes and

and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

clarifying expectations and value judgements.

there is the will to come and work for us and

instructions and processes to supervising strategy

When we firmly root our social added value in our

we want to help people to return to the job

formulation and a process-controlled organisation.

day-to-day business processes, we are creating a

market,” says our recruiter, Judith Peters.

The common themes running through these

sustainable future together!

The subject of quality has also changed: from work

innovation, sustainable, and safe and healthy work
practices.

“The main factors for making a successful social
return is that the click is there from both sides,
the discipline to gain work experience. This way,

Rozemarijn (right)

Supporting and helping out young
talent

“I am committed to a green future.”

Various divisions of Imbema are affiliated with

matters are the terms customer value, connection,

SBB (Samenwerkingsorganisatie Beroepsonderwijs
Sustainable Business Practices is the umbrella term

Myra (left)

Bedrijfsleven) as a recognised training company.

under which all issues fall. The Quality department

“A better living environment for now and later;

By offering workplace education, work placement

provides a firm foundation for Imbema based on

I do my bit both at work and in my private

two pillars: the employee and the customer.
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life!”

for all parties,” write the organisers of Track the

do in his/her private life for his/her own vitality
and what is expected from Imbema? The results
revealed that our employees regard themselves as
healthier on average than the average Dutch man
or woman. We are already taking the necessary
actions to improve our vitality in our private
lives and/or within Imbema. But we can also see
opportunities to do more, such as the working
environment, exercise and nutrition, aids/support
and rest, but also work-life balance.

Charities and sponsorship

positions and work experience positions, Imbema is
helping people to gain work experience and specific
product knowledge, and workers can obtain the
diploma of their choice.
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Biggest CO2 reduction

Significant energy savings

Well on the way with
CO2 reduction and
circularity
Environmental policy mission
We are helping to create a better living environment for today and tomorrow by
reducing our CO2 footprint over the coming years, in order for our operations
to be completely CO2-neutral by 2050 in accordance with the Energy Agreement
and to minimise the environmental impact of our other business activities.

We have achieved significant results in the area of

Compensation through
renewable energy projects

energy savings. The following actions were taken in

One of Imbema’s important sustainable

2019:

missions is: climate-neutral business practices in

•

Mapping out and tracking energy flows

accordance with the Climate Agreement. Since

•

Systematically evaluating energy consumption

last year, we have been compensating the CO2

•

Planning and implementing energy-saving

emissions which we can actually influence – lease

measures

cars, flights and sites – with renewable energy

Periodically evaluating the result of the energy-

projects. Our aim is to compensate less each

saving measures

year and to reduce more ourselves. In 2019, we

Constantly updating planned activities to

compensated over 1300 tonnes of CO2 with the

improve energy efficiency

‘Energy from waste in Turkey’ project.

•
•
•

We continue to comply with relevant
environmental
legislation and regulations.

CO2 reduction of 17.6%

CO2 Communication plan
for greater transparency
Based on our wish to act transparently
and reliably, we are working with a CO2

The figures from 2019 show that we are already

communication plan. This communication plan

well on our way to achieving our CO2-neutral

keeps us focused on the information supplied

mission: compared to reference year 2018, we have

to stakeholders such as our own employees,

achieved a 17.6% reduction. This is mainly thanks

suppliers, customers and partners. Our ambition

to the removal of our servers – everyone works in

is to extend this plan with more themes to

the Cloud now – and the switch to green energy

create a complete Sustainable Entrepreneurship

(in the form of wind energy) for our offices in the

Communication Plan.

Netherlands. By the end of 2022, all sites in the
Netherlands and Belgium will be using 100% green
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energy.
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Circular
Initiatives
Recycling of measurement equipment
In addition to the sale of measurement equipment, Imbema has
also been active in installing gas meters for metering companies
for the past two years. When installing the new measurement
equipment, our engineers remove the old meter.

“In each case, we look to see what we can do with
the meter that we remove from the network. Can it
still be used? If so, we will refurbish the meter, giving
it a second life. Meters that we are no longer able
to reuse are collected by metal company HKS, which
dismantles them in an environmentally friendly
manner and processes them for other purposes. This
recycling within Imbema is a new development and
we have now added this process to the agenda too
in order to professionalise further,” explains initiator
and sales support Ronald Valster.
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One of the sustainable brands we work with is
Isolgomma: insulation material entirely made of
recycled rubber for applications in renovation
and transformation projects and in retail floors.
Since last year, we have also been taking some of
our residual materials, which are returned from
the building sites, to recycling companies such as
Schmitz Foam. These recycling companies use this
foam in the production of new sports and playing
fields, for example. Another sustainable aspect
of our insulation materials in the production and
assembly method:

“Everything happens in the Netherlands or

SUSTAINABLE
PRODUCTS AND
PRODUCTION FOR
RENOVATION
AND
TRANSFORMATION
PROJECTS

Circular raw material passport for
making the drinking water sector more
sustainable

Reducing REACH: risks for
people and the environment

As a supplier for water companies, Imbema forms

Transport and Logistics sector must complete

part of the circular collaboration ‘Raw Material

a REACH declaration. REACH is a European

Passport’.

regulation for chemical substances. The

The aim of this initiative by ten Dutch drinking water

abbreviation REACH stands for Registration,

companies is to enable the reuse or recycling of old

Evaluation, Authorisation and restriction of

materials. Our colleague Raymond Tenwolde (Senior

Chemicals. The aim of REACH is to reduce

Sales Engineer) represents the product group

and regulate the risks of chemical substances

‘plastic connections’ and explains more about the

for people and the environment.

project.

All suppliers who supply products to our

Environmental aspect register
for the Haarlem site

another European country. There are almost

An environmental aspect register has been

no imports from the Far East, so our ecological

produced for the Haarlem site.
The environmental aspects that pose the

footprint is much lower than other companies

biggest risk have been tackled and resolved.

in the sector who do have a large proportion

In 2020, the environmental aspects will

of their products made in Asia. In addition,

become a permanent part of the internal

we take the customer’s production process

audit. This way, we are gradually developing

into account in the way we work and we often

the environmental aspect registers at the

deliver our products directly to one of the

other sites too.

customer’s processors. An example of this is
the covers for recumbent bicycles which we
supply directly to the stitching business of
our customer, Flevobike,” says Albert Jansen,
Operations Manager at Imbema SMT.

“It is a unique collaboration. From 2021, we want to
have a basic form of a raw material passport ready.

Socially
responsible purchasing policy
The aim was to have drawn up a Socially

My role is to share information with other recognised

Responsible Purchasing Policy for all of

suppliers on behalf of the “plastic connections”

Imbema. Due to the CSR audit, only Imbema

product group, whilst at the same time gathering

Denso has taken steps on this issue so far.

input. What guidelines do they anticipate? What

For example, for this business unit we have

data may be shared? On the other hand, you have

mapped out how our suppliers view CSR

manufacturers such as our partner Hawle. We gather

and when purchasing new products we now

as much data as possible from the composition of

check whether any hazardous substances

their products. A great deal of information is already

have been used and whether the products

known, but we want to gain a complete picture.

are circular/recyclable. Our mission is to

Thirdly, we are still looking for a suitable platform in

develop a socially responsible purchasing

which to store and analyse all the data. The project

policy for all of Imbema.

incurred some delays in 2019; after all, it is pioneering
work,
but we hope to take some positive steps this year.”
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Vehicle security against break-ins
Under the SBS Security & Monitoring brand, we

Working in a dust-free

are selling and developing products that help to
increase security and monitoring of transportation
and cargo.
“Break-ins into lorries and containers are happening
all the time. The number of cargo thefts continues
to increase and stowaways are causing increasing
amounts of damage to cargo. Even if the attempted
break-in is unsuccessful, thieves can often cause
damage to your vehicle. To protect your lorry,

security available – from mechanical locks to

environment
important aspect of safe work
practices

electronic lock solutions with telematics and cargo

Particulates from various types of wood,

monitoring systems,” says Dirk Straatman, vehicle

quartz and isocyanates are harmful to health,

security specialist.

but it is still the case that not everyone who

containers and cargo from break-ins, theft and
stowaways, we have different types of transport

comes into contact with hazardous substances
is aware of the serious health risks they are
running. Imbema gives customers advice and
training on the correct method of sanding:
“Besides dust-free machines and good
extraction, a sanding product with optimum
dust extraction is another option for working
healthily. It’s also essential that everyone is
aware of the risks of hazardous substances in
Source: ANP

Safety, protection and
efficiency
Mission for safe and healthy work practices
We work with the best products and solutions that help to create a safe
infrastructure and a sustainable and safe working environment. For our own
employees, we are committed to increased vitality, sufficient exercise, good
nutrition, good work-life balance and a safe working environment.
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Secure transportation
with the right cargo securing

their everyday work,”
says sanding specialist Jacob Oudijk.

The importance of cargo securing is still

Respiratory protection
as a personal mission

underestimated in the Netherlands. Yet in 2018, more

Imbema also specialises in respiratory

than 1500 accidents involving freight traffic occurred

protection and gives end users training and

as a result of incorrect cargo securing. Imbema

advice on the use of masks.

promotes and provides training on the correct way
of securing cargo. “70% of the cargo transported by

“My personal mission is to raise awareness

road is secured incorrectly. Most cases involve people

about the importance of good respiratory

using lashing straps incorrectly or overloading fixing

protection. No one should become ill because

points. Greater attention to improved cargo securing

of their work, so I advise every user of

and security is therefore required,” explains cargo

respiratory protection to look into all the

security specialist

tools and options available,” says respiratory

Niels Bouwmeester.

protection specialist Jan Willem de Winter
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Innovations in water infrastructure
What is the challenge for the customer? This
question is keeping our colleagues in the Gas,
Water and Energy sector busy. Every day we work
with customers and suppliers on issues that they
come across in their day-to-day lives.

“One example of this is our collaboration
with drinking water company Brabant
Water. They are currently replacing many
of the pipelines which were laid in the
1950s, and are doing everything they can
to continue to supply the people living in
the vicinity with water during the work.
Imbema is helping with this by working with
Brabant Water to develop a product that
only stops the pipeline water temporarily.
This flow stopper enables you to use the
water collection method and the people
living in the vicinity experience less
disruption from the work,” says Raymond
Tenwolde.
Sharing knowledge and
providing training
Various colleagues, with different
specialisms, provide training or
demonstrations to customers. Jan
Willem de Winter provides regular
training to customers on the correct
use of respiratory protection. Niels de
Bouwmeester instructs his customers
on safety on the road. And Bert van der
Giessen shows customers the best way
of installing our connections for the
water infrastructure.
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Safe and
sustainable
on the road
We believe it is important to make our employees
aware of the dangers on the road and the
possibilities for greener/more sustainable travel.
By means of a poster campaign, we are paying

Imbema
Safe work practices are high on the agenda
at Imbema. For example, all machinery in the
workshop has been examined, and unsafe
equipment has been removed or adapted so
that the machinery satisfies the guidelines.
A particulate filtration system has been
installed in all of the warehouse buildings on
the Kuppersweg to reduce the particulates.
Imbema’s office staff work with iMac laptops,
allowing them to be flexible and mobile and
enabling them to apply greater variety to their
work. A company emergency response team is

attention internally to greater safety on the road,
optimal commuting and reduced CO2 emissions.

Internal mobility survey
52% of the organisation took part in a mobility
survey, giving them a say in how we shape our
future mobility policy. The survey, which was
conducted by the BREIKERS foundation, was
completed by 100 employees and provides insight
into our commuting and opportunities to work and
travel in a more sustainable manner. The survey
has revealed that the cycling potential at our sites
is higher than the national average and that we are
able to offer more opportunities for working from
home and travelling by public transport.

Safe and healthy work practices at

also present at each site.

Lean working practices
Last year, we trained a large proportion of
our staff in Lean work practices. Several Lean
projects have already been started, in order to
reduce our transportation movements and to
improve internal processes, for example. We are
giving our employees the opportunity to further
develop themselves in their field by giving them
the tools to critically assess their own processes.
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